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Bryan Tew Targeted Individual of Community Policing Organized Gang
Stalking Remote Viewing Based Stalking and Harassment

CIA/DIA CONTRACTORS HIDING BEHIND AND USING LAW
ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES AND OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC TO DO THEIR DIRTY WORK

THEY HAVE USED HOTEL STAFF AGAINST ME ALL OVER THE WORLD
IN EVERY HOTEL I HAVE EVER STAYED IN

Unable to walk. Keep falling because of Spinal Damage injuries from
Organized Stalking Violent Attacks. Forced to order food to room or
starve. Woman speaking physically tried to grab food away from me as
delivery man was handing it to me. When I demanded he hand it to me
instead she took her hands off the boxes and told me she was "calling
Police".

Doctors in hospital called Police on me in Hong Kong, just like they did
in San Diego California VA Hospital where I was arrested. Police
responded in Hong Kong. Threatened to arrest me again. Constant
provocations for HIGH TECH ENTRAPMENT!

CIA/DIA Contractors are able to 'OUTSOURCE,' the technology and
tactics in every country I flee to for help

'Occam Razor' basically provides the simplest answer is always the truth
The simplest explanation is always the best explanation

So in order to discredit a person, or group of people, all one need do is
engage is a sufficiently complex scheme (game) of harassment and,
because the more complicated the truth the less the likelihood of belief
by the ordinary person, the complexity of the harassment will generally
be enough to cause most people to turn away in disbelief. It's called the
'Occam Razor Principle'

Situational & Conversational Scenarios (Street Theatre) are constant,
24/7, but are scripted and orchestrated to appear as common, ordinary
and expected to the casual observer. To make it appear as if Targeted
Individual is blaming every bad luck negative event in life on the
technology and tactics of the government informants and perpetrators
when in fact they are to blame

Scripted Mind Games designed to appear so trivial, paltry, fanciful and



fantastic in nature that to try and complain and document the physical
and psychological violence is deliberately orchestrated makes the
victims complaints appear trivial paltry fanciful and fantastic in nature

So the Targeted Individual is discredited, made to appear delusional,
etc., while simultaneously the CIA DIA Contractors achieve their
objectives of constantly provoking the victim into emotional responses
which can be remotely measured and integrated back into RNM data

Hyper Game Theory is a deadly game of 'Eugenics' based on the
mathematical model known as the NON-COOPERATIVE GAMING
THEOREM using two things:. DECEPTION & MANIPULATION. 'Hyper
Game Theory' is just a moniker to describe that model

By 'deadly' I mean they need to walk you to your death: social death,
emotional death, psychological death and, finally, physical death

Their are only two ways to defeat the Hyper Game Theory:

1. Refuse to play the game to begin with (Ignore Them Totally).

2. Place the opposing party in a position where they can no longer better
their own position against you (Nash Equilibrium)

Since you are dealing with a Conscious Supercomputer programmed
with Hyper Game Theory algorithms and because the CIA/DIA teams
have far more resources (time, money, manpower, etc.) than you do their
is really no possiblity to use the NASH EQUILIBRIUM, meaning you
cannot - for the most part - place the government in a position where it
can no longer better it's position against you

So the only way for Targeted Individuals to defeat the Hyper Game
Theory tactics they use against you daily is to refuse to play the game to
begin with (IGNORE THEM). Don't respond at all, either positively or
negatively. Totally ignore them. DO NOT EXHIBIT ANY RESPONSE!

In order for Trauma Based Mind Control to work they must force you to
continually respond to their Street Theater

FORCE THE MIND CONTROL VICTIM TO RESPOND. SYNAPTIC
RESPONSES FOR WHOLE BRAIN EMULATION. THEY ARE BREAKING
THE BRAIN OF THE VICTIM DOWN TO THE SYNAPTIC LEVEL

The game involves INDIRECTION & PLAUSIBLE DENIABILITY so that
the victim is made to appear delusional schizophrenic etc for even
trying to report and document it is happening.



It has literally occured in every hotel in every country and in every city
on earth I have been to.

ASYLUM CLAIMANT BRYAN TEW FORCED OUT OF SPAIN BECAUSE OF
ATTACKS AND HARASSMENT. UNABLE TO GET MEDICAL TREATMENT.

Multiple attempts to upload. Chaos is always used to develop each new
situational and conversational scenario to further provoke the victim
into Emotional Trauma Responses which can be remotely measured and
integrated back into RNM data.


